Activities Council elevates seven groups, drops one

The council of the Activities Council named seven special interest groups as permanent ones at last night's meeting. These seven groups, of which Prickly Pear was one, were granted permanent status.

The council also eliminated one permanent group, the Taste of Darkness, which was dropped.

The new groups are: Friends of the Latin American Student Association, Friends of the Philippine National Student Association, Friends of the Indonesian Student Association, Friends of the Pakistani Student Association, Friends of the Japanese Student Association, and Friends of the Korean Student Association.

The council approved the faculty and student requests to continue the following groups: The Boston Globe, the Boston University Model United Nations group, the Boston University Peace Corporation, and the Boston University Student Government.

Three Techmen in stopped auto hit from rear

Carl Rosenfeld, a freshman, was struck from the rear by a Volvo sedan while he was stopped to park his 1967 Volvo in front of Weld Hall on Tuesday morning.

Two of the four passengers in the Ford were taken to a hospital. Neither was seriously injured.

William Kassen '66 and Gould Smith '67, who were passengers in Rosenfeld's car, were not injured.

Robert Groves said he was stopped for 15 to 20 seconds before he was hit. According to Kassen, the Volvo came to a stop and was hit within 7 seconds.

The time of the accident, Rosenfeld did not have his driver's license. In response, Lawrence Saturday '66, brought the license in time to show police on the scene.

According to Rosenfeld, legal action is being planned against the other party.
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